ROUTE 4: LA VALL DE LA RECTORIA-VALL D'EBO
From Calpe you have to go towards Benissa by the N-332 A-road and
take the AP-7 motorway towards Valencia up to the exit n. 62 (29 km).
You can also go to Ondara by the N-332. From there towards Beniarbeig
by the CV-731 B-road.

BENIARBEIG
Found at the entry of the Vall de la Rectoría, on the south side of de
Sierra Segària, in the low basin of the river Girona, situated near the left
side.
DAS RECTORIA-TAL
Its scenery, the beauty of its lands and the stillness of its villages make
this valley one of the most beautiful ones on the Costa Blanca. It is
located on the mountain, with a scenery composed of almond trees,
olives trees and carob trees, and the close plains with the smell of orange
and lemon blossom of the lands of citrus fruits.
SANET I NEGRALS
At the foot of the Sierra de Segària, this village offers an excellent
panoramic views.
BENIMELI
This is a quiet village located in the middle course of the river Girona
with an attractive natural environment which favors the practice of
trekking.
EL RAFOL D'ALMUNIA
Historic capital of the region La Marina Alta. Its main activity is citrus
fruits cultivation.
SAGRA
The last bastion of the Moorish people who in 1609 revolted against the
Real Orden, which tried to expel them from their lands. Its narrow and
devious streets recall the Muslim urban structure.
TORMOS

Situated at the foot of the Sierra de Resingles. From the top of the village
we can contemplate the Parque Natural del Montgó (natural reserve)
We return to Sagra and from this village, by the road towards Pego, we
turn off towards Vall d’Ebo.
LA VALL D’EBO
Makes its way towards the sea through a gentle slope protected by the
Sierra de la Carrasca and watered by the river Girona, here named river
Ebo. Ebo is also the only village that remains of a large number of
settlements which disappeared as a consequence of the expulsion of
Moorish people. The valley shows its great natural wealth by its
reservoirs, charms and a large number of caves. From this valley up to
the Vall de Laguar runs the Barranc de l’Infern (ravine). This ravine is
one of the most beautiful of the Comunidad Valenciana, which its
vertical walls of polished stone that offer interesting climbing to
climbing and rappel amateurs.

